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Abstract: An epigroup is a semigroup in which some power of any element lies in a sub-group of the given semigroup. 
The rectangular group congruences on an epigroup are investigated. A characterization of rectangular group congruences 

on an epigroup in terms of its rectangular group congruence pairs is given. Moreover, it is proved that the rectangular 

group congruence on an epigroup is uniquely determined by its kernel and hyper-trace. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Congruences on semigroups have been the subjects of continued investigation for many years. In particular, 

congruences on a regular semigroup have been explored extensively. It is well known that there are two principal 
approaches to study congruences on a regular semigroup: the kernel trace approach and the kernel normal system one. 

Preston [1] introduced the kernel normal system for congruences and characterized the congruences on inverse 

semigroups by means of it. Pastijn and Petrich [2] described the congruences on regular semigroups by their kernels and 

traces. In addition, the concept of congruence pairs is another effective tool for handing congruences on regular 

semigroups. Gomes extended the kernel trace approach to the kernel hyper-trace one and used it to describe the R-

unipotent congruences and the orthodox congruences on a regular semigroup in [3, 4]. Moreover, Tan [5] described the 

rectangular group congruences on a regular semigroup by means of the kernel hyper-trace approach. Using the weak 

inverses in semigroups, Luo [6, 7] generalized the corresponding results for regular semigroups to eventually regular 

semigroups. 

 

The aim of this paper is to establish analogues to the results in [5]. We prove that the rectangular group congruence 
on an epigroup is uniquely determined by its kernel and hyper-trace. Furthermore, we give an abstract characterization of 

rectangular group congruences by means of the rectangular group congruence pairs. 

 

PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout this paper, we follow the notation and conventions of Howie [8]. 

Let S  be a semigroup and a  in S . As usual, SE  is the set of all idempotents of S ,  SE  is the 

subsemigroup of S  generated by SE , gSRe  is the set of all regular elements of S  and )(aV  = 

},{ xaxxaxaaSa  is the set of all inverses of a . An element x  of S  is called a weak inverse of a if 

xxax  . Denote by )(aW  the set of all weak inverses of a  in S . A semigroup S  is called rectangular group if it is 

a regular semigroup whose idempotents form a rectangular band. In fact, rectangular groups are orthodox completely 

simple semigroups. 

Let   be a congruence on a semigroup S . The restriction of   to the set SE   is called the trace of  denoted by 

tr . Furthermore, the restriction of  to the subsemigroup  SE is called the hyper-trace of  denoted by htr . 

The subset )}({  SEaSa  of S  is called the kernel of  denoted by ker . Recall that a congruence   on 
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a semigroup S  is said to be regular congruence if S is a regular semigroup. In particular, a congruence   on a 

semigroup S  is said to be rectangular group congruence if S  is a rectangular group. 

 

Let S  be a semigroup and fe, in SE . Define }{),( fgggeEgfeM S   and 

},{),( efegffgggeEgfeS S  . ),( feS  is called the sandwich set of e  and f . As is well known that 

the set ),( feM is nonempty for all SEfe ,  in an eventually regular semigroup. The set ),( feM will play an 

important role in eventually regular semigroups as the set ),( feS in regular ones. 

 

The following concepts will play fundamental roles in this paper. 

Definition 2.1 A subsemigroup K  of S  is said to be normal if 

(1) KaaWaKa  ')(', ; 

(2) KES  ; 

(3) KKaaaKaaWaSa  ',')(', . 

Definition 2.2 A congruence   on the subsemigroup  SE of S  is said to be normal if for all  SEyx, ,

Sa  and )(' aWa , then 

yaaxaaayaaxayx '',''    whenever  SEyaaxaaayaaxa ',',',' . 

Definition 2.3 Let   be a normal congruence on  SE  such that  SE  is a rectangular band and K  be a 

normal subsemigroup of S . Then a pair （ K, ）  is said to be a rectangular group congruence pair of S , if it satisfies: 

(RCP1) )(', aWaSa  , there exists )('' aWa   such that '''' aaaaaa  , aaaaaa ''''  ; 

(RCP2)  SExSa , , KaKxa  . 

Giving such a pair （ K, ） , we define a binary relation ),( K on S  by: 

bbaabbaaKbabWbaWa

bbaabbaaKabaWabWbK ba '','','),('),('

'','','),('),('),( { 





We denote by 

)(SRC  the set of all rectangular group congruences on S  and denote 

by )(SRCP  the set of all rectangular group congruence pairs of S . In the sequel, let 

),( K   is a rectangular group congruence pair of S  in order to simplify the notation. 

The following lemmas give some properties of an eventually regular semigroup, which will be used in Section 3. 

Since the case of epigroups is the special case of eventually regular semigroups, the results on eventually regular 

semigroups are also true for epigroups. 

Lemma 2.4 [6] Let S  be an eventually regular semigroup. If )('),(',, bWbaWaSba   and )',( ' bbaaMg

, then )('' abWgab  . 

Lemma 2.5 [9, 3] Let S  be an eventually regular semigroup and   be a congruence on S . 

(1) If SbaaWb  ,),(  , then there exists )(' aWa  such that ba ' ; 

(2) If fe for some SEfe , , then there exists ),( feMg such that fge  ; 

(3) If a is an idempotent of S , then an idempotent e  can be found in such that ea . 

Lemma 2.6 [10] A congruence  on an eventually regular semigroup S  is regular if and only if for all Sa , there 

exists )(' aWa  such that aaaa ' , where SEaaaa ',' . 

Lemma 2.7 [6] Let S  be an eventually regular semigroup and  SEx , then  SExW )( . 

3.  Main Results 

We begin the section with the main result of this paper. 

Theorem 3.1 Let S  be an epigroup. If )(),( SRCPK  , then )(),( SRCK   is the unique rectangular group 

congruence on S  such that KK ),(ker   and   ),( Khtr . 
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We follow the proof of Theorem 3.1 by a series of lemmas, where S  always represents an epigroup without extra 

illustration. 

Lemma 3.2 Let )(),( SRCPK   and Kba , . If Kab , then Kaxb  for all 

 SEx . 

Proof. Let Kab for some Sba , . Then Kabaa ' for all )(' aWa . By the condition (RCP2), we get 

Kba  and  SEaa' . Therefore 

,)( Kxba   Kbaxbb '  for any  SEx , )(' bWb .  

It follows from the condition (RCP2) that Kaxb . 

Lemma 3.3 Let )(),( SRCPK  . Then  is a congruence on S . 

Proof. We first show that   is an equivalence on S . It is obvious that  is symmetry. The fact that  is reflexive 

follows from KES  and  is reflexive. To show that   is transitive, let a  b and b c for some Scba ,, . Then 

for )(' aWa , there exists )('' bWb   such that  bbaabbaaKba ''',''','  , and for )(' bWb , there exists 

)(' cWc such that ccbbccbbKcb '','','  .Therefore ccaaccaa '',''   since   is transitive. Put

)','( bbaaMg . Then KbaWgab  )'('  since K  is normal and Kba ' . Moreover, we may obtain 

KcbbaKEgabba s  '',''  and  SEgaa' . It follows from Lemma 3.2 that Kcgaabba )'('' , so 

that Kca '  by (RCP2). Dually, we may show that for all )(' cWc , there exists )(' aWa  such that 

ccaaccaaKac '','','  ,and so  

a  c, which implies that  is transitive. Consequently,  is an equivalence on S . 

We now show that  is a congruence on S . To show that  is left compatible, Let a b with some Sba , . For 

any )()'( caWca  , then 

ccaacacacWcaacaWccaa '','')'(),()'('),()'('  .  

It follows from a  b that Kbacbca  ')'( . And since there exists )(' bWb such that '' bbaa   by the 

definition of  , it follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exists )','()','( bbccMbbaaMg   such that '' aacc   

and '' bbgaa  . Put '')'( gcbcb  . Then )('')'( cbWgcbcb  , which gives that 

)'(

')'(

'')')((

cbcb

cgbbc

ccaacaca






     and 

).()'('''''

)''('

''')()'(

cacacacaaaaaaa

aabbgbb

gbbgcbcbcb







  

A similar argument will show that for any )()'( cbWcb  , there exists )(')'( caWca  such that 

Kcacb )'( , )'(')'( cbcbcaca  , cbcbcaca )'(')'(  .Hence ca  cb, together with the fact that  is an 

equivalence, and so   is a left congruenceon S . 

On the other hand , the assertion that  is a right congruence on S  can be shown dually. Thus   is a congruence on 

S , as required. 

We now establish the connection between a rectangular group congruence and its 
kernel and hyper-trace. 

Lemma 3.4 Let )(),( SRCPK  . Then  htr  and   is a rectangular group congruence on S . 

Proof. To prove that  htr , let yxhtr for some  SEyx, . Since is a rectangular band congruence on 

 SE , we, by Lemma 2.7, conclude that there exist  SExWx )(' ,  SEyWy )('  such that 

xxxx ' , yyxxyyxx '',''  . 
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Hence yxxyyxxxx  ''  and  

yyyy '  ( since  is a rectangular band congruence on  SE ) 

,

'

yx

xyx




 

and so yx  , which leads to  htr . 

Conversely, let yx  for some .,  SEyx  Assume that  SExWx )(' . Then KEyx S ' , 

and so '''' xxxyxx   from the fact that   is a rectangular band congruence on  SE .Hence )('  yWx  ,and 

so there exists  SEyWy )('  such that '' yx   by Lemma 2.5. It follows that yyxxyyxx '',''  . 

Furthermore, for )(' xWx ， there exists )(' xWx  such that 

yyxxyyxxKxy '','','  ，and so x  y, which leads to  htr . Thus we deduce that  htr , as 

required. 

We now show that ),( K   is a regular congruence on S . For )(', aWaSa  , there exists )('' aWa 

such that 

aaaaaaaaaaaaKaaaa ''''''','''    

so that ))''(()'(  aaWaa  . It follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 that there exists 

 SEaaWaa )''()'''(  such that aaaa ')'''(  . And since  

')'''()'''(

')'''('')'''()'''(')''')(''()'''(

aaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa




 

')'''( aaa ( Since  SE  is a rectangular band and  htr )，which implies that 

))''(()')'''((  aaaWaaa  . It follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exists )''()'''( aaaWaaa   such that

')'''()'''( aaaaaa  , and so 

)1(,''''

''''

')'''('')'''(''

RCPaaaaaa

aaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaa

由







 

which leads to '''')'''('' aaaaaaaaaaaa   by  htr . Furthermore, we obtain 

)1(,'

'''

''''

''')'''('')'''(

RCPaa

aaaa

aaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaa

由






 

and so aaaaaaaaaaaa '''''')'''(   by . htr For ),''( aaaWc then ),''( aaWca

，KEaaWac S  )''( ，acaaacaacaacaa '''')(''  and so ))(()''(  caWacaa  . Hence there exists 

 SEcaWx )(  such that acaax '' . Put xca ' . Then )(' aWa , so that axcaaxca '')( 

caaaacacaaaa )''(''''   and )''()( aaacaxc  . Hence aaaa '' , and so it follows from Lemma 2.6 that   is 

a regular congruence on S . 

To show that S  is a rectangular group congruence on S , let )(,  SEba  . Then there exist SEfe ,  

such that befea , ，  and so eefe from the fact that  SE  is a rectangular band. Thus aaba )( , and so S

is a rectangular group, which gives that   is a rectangular group congruence on S . 

Lemma 3.5 Let )(),( SRCPK  . Then Kker . 

Proof. To prove Kker , let kera for some Sa . Then there exists SEe  such that ea , and so there 

exists  SEeWe )('  such that Kae ' . Hence  Ka  by (RCP2), so that Kker . 

Conversely, if Ka , then KaWa  )('  since K  is a normal subsemigroup 
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of S , and so Kaa 2' . Suppose )','( aaaaMe . It follows from Lemma 2.4 that 

)('' 2aWeaa  . And since  is a regular congruence on S , together with Lemma 2.7, there exists )('' aWa   such 

that aaaa '' . Hence 

，aa

aaaa

aaaaeaaaaaeaa

'

'''

'')''(')''( 2







(Since   is a rectangular group congruence) 

where SEaaaaaeaa '',','' 2
, so that aaaeaa ''' 2   by  htr . Notice that 

'

'''

')''('')''(2

aa

aaaa

aaeaaaaaaeaaa







(Since   is a rectangular group congruence) 

where 
SEaaeaaa ',''2

, so that ')''(2 aaeaaa   by  htr . 

On the other hand, let caaaca  ''',' for any )( 2aWc . Then )(''',' aWaa  and '''','''' aaaaaac  , 

and so Kaca  '''  since Ka  and K  is a normal subsemigroup of S . Hence we ,since  SE  is a 

rectangular band , obtain aaaaaaaaaaaa '''')'''''(''  and ，aaaaaaaaaa ')''(')'''(''  and so 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaa ')'''(''')'''''(''  （ 1）  

It follows from '''' aaaaaaaa  that ))'(()'(  aaWaa  , and so there exists  SEaaWx )'( such 

that 'aax  . Notice that caxaxxacacacacax  )'()()( , so that )(aWcax . It follows that 

.''''

)1(''''''

')''''''''(

)'(''')(

22 caaaa

byaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaa

aaaacaxa









）（
 

In a similar way, we get 
2'''')( caaaaaacax  . Therefore

2aa , and so kerK , which implies that 

kerK , as required. 

Up to now, Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. 
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